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KIM – 
Shoring poles custom-made
Which KIM for which application:

KIM 44 Profi
flexible usage

■	 red locking knob  }  lightening-fast adjustment 

■	 long telescope  }  large adjustment range

■	spring-loaded on top for vertical use  }  user-friendly

KIM 55
resilient and light

■	ergonomic operating lever  }  for easy clamping and release

■	 telescope function  }  only one crossbar required for all positions within the vehicle

■	horizontal installation possible  }  maximum flexibility

1.0  Faktor 4 

KIM 46
skinny mini

■	configurable  }  suitable for all current vehicle and types of tracks

■	with pull stap  }  ergonomical handling

■	available with protective sleeve  }  avoids damages to goods
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KIM 5x7
robust and variable

■	high-strength squared aluminum main tube   } more blocking force to meet the  
   highest expectations

■	 longer floor bolt  }  for levering loads

■	main tube with integrated Airline milling  }  stronger building blocks

■	anti-twist fixation at top  }  also fits in round hole tracks

■	profi hand grip  }  ergonomic and safe

KIM 7x9
strong and removable

■	very robust  }  for continuous loading and unloading

■	ergonomically adjustable  }  little physical strain

KIM 4x4
quadratic and practical

■	configurable  }  suitable for all current vehicle and types of tracks

■	anti-twist bolt  }  for flexible use in Airline and roundhole tracks

■	New Airline insert  }  allows for many different possibilities

1.0  Faktor 4 
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KIM 4x4
quadratic and practical

■	configurable  }  suitable for all current vehicle and types of tracks

■	anti-twist bolt  }  for flexible use in Airline and roundhole tracks

■	New Airline insert  }  allows for many different possibilities
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Your customized KIM. Compose it yourself:

      Adjustment range (only with KIM Profi)

      Total length

      Load protection 

      Product identification sticker

      End pieces

Configure your KIM for your vehicle. We produce your KIM to fit your 
exact internal dimensions.

KIMs can be configurated with 19 or 24 Ø mm slotted or solid bolts which fit perfectly in 20 or 25 Ø mm Airline 
or round hole tracks. Slots are also compatible with pin tracks. 

Accessories for preventing damage to fragile goods. KIM 46 and KIM 46 Profi can be configurated with a 
protection sleeve which is mounted during production. 

All KIMs are supplied with a certified load capacity specification on our product labels. Another one of 
our top standards is our QR Code which shows all important information about your Faktor-4 product. 
Use the allsafe-app to easily proof, calculate and manage your allsafe products.

1.0  Faktor 4 

product name logo user instructions blocking capacity
user instructions

serial no.
part-no.

KIM Profi has a large adjustment range, meaning that it can be used 
horizontally or vertically. It can also be used in vehicles with various 
interior dimensions. With just one look at the telescope insert you can 
tell which blocking force applies for your current working length. 
The new lever mechanism allows for a very ergonomic fitting and removal.

UVV test label

      all:change
KIM is covered by our all:change-promise. That means we maintain and repair damaged or worn-out KIM for a 
fixed price. Annual safety check, pick-up and delivery are included.

KIM 46
512078 - 0001

123456

Max Mustermann GmbH
Musterstraße 118               
Musterstadt / Germany
www.mustermannmax.de
Servicenummer +49 (0)1234 56789-0
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